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India will launch its vac-
cination drive against
Covid-19 on January 16 after the forthcoming

festivals of Lohri,Makar Sankranti,Pongal and
Magh Bihu,at a time when India’s infections are
low as compared to several nations witnessing
fresh spikes.The decision on the roll-out date was
taken at a high-level meeting,chaired by PM Modi
on Saturday, to review the status of Covid-19 in
the country and the preparedness of the states
and UTs  for the  vaccination programme,which
in its first phase targets 30 crore people.

➤ Tips on how to
improve your memory 
➤ Indian comic books
that are still popular
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13-YEAR-OLD SETS RECORD PLAYING KEY-
BOARD WITH A BLINDFOLD

O
ut-of-this-world' ringtones, made through a mu-
sical interpretation of the weather patterns
found on Mars, was released by NASA recent-
ly. According to a Daily Mail report, researchers

used the Pleiades supercomputer at the space agency's
Ames Research Centre in California to turn predicted
Martian cloud movements into sound. Once this 'data
sonification' process was complete, flautists and mu-
sicologists brought the piece to life.

A
13-year-old boy has set a new record by playing 20 songs in
30 minutes on a keyboard with a blindfold.AS Hariharan
Naiduachieved the feat to enter the 'Wonder Book of Records.'
A student of class VIII at the Gitanjali Devshala in Hyder-

abad,Naidu recently set the record by staging the performance in the
presence of judges from the Wonder Book of Records (WBR).“He played
20 songs in 30 minutes and that too with a blindfold. It's a record. In

fact,he completed this in 29 minutes,19 seconds,”said G.Swarna Sree,
South India Chief Coordinator, Wonder Book of Records.

➤ Initially, around three crore health-
care and frontline workers will be innoc-
ulated, followed by those above 50
years of age and the under-50 popula-
tion with co-morbidities, estimated at
around 27 crore
➤ The vaccination programme might
also be ramped up, depending on the
status of the infection spread and 
supply of vaccine

➤ Educators and students
share their views on
issues engulfing the
nation and the world
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$210 BILLION

V-DAY

➤Hariharan has started a
YouTube channel 'Chill with
Hariharan'. He has posted
several videos of his per-
formances, including a cou-
ple of songs as a tribute to
actor Sushant Singh Rajput.
➤The YouTube channel
has already garnered over
3,000 subscribers 

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

The amount of loss the world had to bear in 2020, cour-
tesy, being the second- warmest year on record,
claimed a report by Munich Re. The second-warmest
year on record brought storms, fires and floods that
killed at least 8,200 people, the report added.

A RINGTONE MADE FROM DATA 
ON MARS’ WEATHER PATTERNS

KANGANA RANAUT SHARES
HER LIFE MANTRA

A
ctress Kangana Ranaut recently
shared her life mantra—never com-
promise on your health, stay away
from unhealthy habits and pessimistic

people— with a motivational workout video,
where she is seen doing pilates on Twit-
ter.

Pleiades — one of the
most-powerful super-

computers in the world —
is used by NASA to forecast

the weather on Mars.
Mars has the largest dust storms in
the entire solar system, which can
last for several months and cover
the entire planet

T witter has permanently sus-
pended US President Donald
Trump's account. "After a

close review of the recent Tweets
from the @realDonaldTrump account
and the context around them, we
have permanently suspended the
account due to
the risk of fur-
ther incitement
of violence, fol-
lowing the mob
attack on
Capitol," the
company said
in a tweet.

TWITTER SUSPENDS
TRUMP'S ACCOUNT 
PERMANENTLY

➤The suspension of Trump's
account, which had more than 88
million followers, silences his pri-
mary megaphone, days before the
end of his term, and follows years
of debate about how social media
companies should moderate the
accounts of powerful global leaders
➤ It is the first time that Twitter
has banned a head of state, the
company confirmed

EARTH IS SPINNING FASTER THAN IT HAS IN THE PAST 50 YEARS

2021 IS
SET TO
FLY BY!
Y

es,you heard it right.The
Earth is speeding up,
prompting suggestions
to shorten the minute by

a second.

2021 is slated to
be about 19 mil-
liseconds short of
a typical year, with
an average daily
deficit of 0.5 
milliseconds

1 According to data shared by TimeAndDate.com, the 24-hour
daily rotation is decreasing incrementally, making the day
marginally-shorter

2 Though the planet’s rotation rate speed up or slow down
slightly day to day due to the natural terrestrial and
celestial alterations, astronomical calendar trends indi-

cate that recent years have become shorter, overall

3 According to experts, while the addition of a so-called 'nega-
tive leap second' has never been done before, a total of 27
'leap seconds' have been added since the 1970s, in order to

keep the atomic time in line with the solar time. This is because, for
decades, the Earth has taken slightly-longer than 24 hours to com-
plete a rotation. However, since last year, it has been  taking  slight-
ly less  time to complete a rotation

➤Though this diminutive loss of time is only
detectable at the atomic level, it has wide-reaching
implications, say experts ➤Satellites and communica-
tions equipment rely on the true time aligning with the
solar time, which is determined by the positions of the
stars, Moon and the sun

➤In fact, some of the web's most-popular sites were
laid low on July 1, 2012, after the world's timekeepers
added an extra second to the day. Sites including
Reddit, FourSquare, Yelp, LinkedIn, Gawker and
StumbleUpon crashed, after the extra second played
havoc with their servers and source code

WHY IT IS SIGNIFICANT

THE TIMELINE
Since the 1960s, the atomic clocks have been
keeping ultra-precise records of the day’s
length and found that for the past 50 years,
the Earth has taken a fraction less than 24
hours (86,400 seconds) to complete one

rotation. However, in the middle of 2020, 
this long-standing trend was reversed, and
days are now regularly shorter 
than 86,400 seconds

On JJuullyy  1199,,  22002200,,  tthhee  ddaayy  wwaass  11..44660022  mmiill--
lliisseeccoonnddss  sshhoorrtteerr  tthhaann  tthhee  ffuullll  2244  hhoouurrss  ––

tthhee  sshhoorrtteesstt  ddaayy  ssiinnccee  tthhee  rreeccoorrddss  bbeeggaann

Prior to 2020, the shortest day occurred in
2005, but this record has been shattered a

staggering 28 times in the last 12 months
On an average, the days are now passing 0.5
seconds shy of 24 full hours 

The next possible date for a leap second is
June 30, 2021, as leap seconds are always

added on the last day of June or Dec

The world timekeepers
are debating whether

to delete a second from
time — called a negative leap
second — to account for the
change, and bring the time
passage back into line with the
rotation of the Earth

➤SIX OF THE MOST-EXPENSIVE DISASTERS HAPPENED IN THE
US, INCLUDING A DESTRUCTIVE DERECHO IN THE MIDWEST, A
RECORD NUMBER OF TROPICAL STORMS AND HURRICANES
STRIKES, AND AN ALL-TIME HIGH ACREAGE BURN IN CALIFORNIA
➤THE US DAMAGES TOTALLED AT LEAST $95 BN, WITH $67 BN
OF THAT IN INSURED LOSSES, SAID MUNICH➤THE YEAR’S SIN-
GLE-WORST DISASTER WAS FLOODING ACROSS CHINA DURING
ITS MONSOON, WHICH AMOUNTED TO $17 BILLION, OF WHICH
ONLY ABOUT 2% WAS INSURED➤GLOBALLY, 60% OF 2020’S
LOSSES WEREN’T INSURED. THE GROWING ASIAN ECONOMIES
SAW THE LEAST NUMBER OF INSURED LOSSES

"Early morning fitness
routine— Remember
one thing in life, ‘jo
fit hai woh hit hai’,
never compro-
mise on your
health, stay
away from
unhealthy
habits and
pessimistic
people. Stay
in the 
company of
great beings, if
you don't find
them physically,
find their books or
teachings," she
wrote along with 
the video

BUZZ
Photo: Getty images

PM-HEADED MEET SETS JAN
16 FOR VACCINATION LAUNCH

Elon Musk, the outspoken entrepre-
neur behind the Tesla Inc and SpaceX,
is now the richest person on the plan-

et. A 4.8% rally in the electric carmaker’s

share price recently, boosted Musk past Ama-
zon.com Inc founder Jeff Bezos on the
Bloomberg Billionaires Index, a ranking of
the world’s 500 wealthiest people.

ACTOR NOMA DUMEZWENI
JOINS DISNEY'S 'THE LITTLE
MERMAID'

➤ The original film, which released in
1989, narrated the story of Ariel, a

teenage mermaid, who dreams of
living on the surface world and

marrying Prince Eric➤ Her for-
tunes change 
when a sea witch named
Ursula offers to send
Ariel to the human world
in exchange for her

beautiful voice

The Undoing' breakout Noma
Dumezweni has come aboard Dis-
ney's live-action remake of 'The Lit-

tle Mermaid'. The film, to be directed by
Rob Marshall, will feature singer-actor
Halle Bailey as Ariel and Melissa McCarthy
as her evil aunt, Ursula. The cast also in-
cludes Oscar winner Javier Bardem as King
Triton, while British actor Jonah Hauer-
King will take on the role of Prince Eric.

CELEB MANTRA

The world’s 500 richest people added a record
$1.8 tn to their combined net worth last year,

equivalent to a 31% increase. The gains were
disproportionately at the top, where five individu-

als hold fortunes in excess of $100 bn 

1 The South Africa-born engineer’s net worth was $188.5 billion, $1.5 billion
more than Bezos (at the time of reporting). Musk, who has held the top
spot since October 2017, is also a rival to Bezos, owner of the Blue Origin

LLC in the private space race

2 The milestone caps an extraordinary 12 months for Musk. 
Over the past year, his net worth soared by more than $150 billion in
possibly the fastest bout of wealth creation in history. Fuelling his

rise was an unprecedented rally in Tesla’s share price, which
surged 743% last year on the back of consistent profits

At $188.5bn, Musk beats Bezos 
as WORLD’S RICHEST RICHIE RICH

ENTERTAINMENT

➤From the rendition, snippets
were sampled to produce ringtones,
which can be downloaded from the
NASA website.
➤Researchers used an imaging
tracking system to study the move-
ment of cloud formations predicted
by the supercomputer, from which
patterns were filtered out and
mapped onto musical intervals, pro-
ducing a piece for playing

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND
PRINCE PHILIP GIVEN
COVID-19 VACCINE

Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and her hus-
band Prince Philip received Covid-19 vac-
cinations on Saturday, Buckingham
Palace said, in a rare public comment on
the private health matters of the long-
serving monarch. "The Queen and the
Duke of Edinburgh have received Covid-19
vaccinations," a Buckingham Palace
spokesman said.According to sources, the
queen, 94, and Philip, 99, were given the
injections by a royal household doctor at
the Windsor Castle. No further details
about the vaccinations were released.

More than 1.5 million people in
Britain have so far received virus
jabs, as the biggest immunisation
programme in its history ramps up,
with priority given to the elderly,
their helps and health workers

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2021/1/2021_1$file10_Jan_2021_205143760.pdf


02 “Life is short, but there is always time 
enough for courtesy.”

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, POET
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METHODS FOR
IMPROVING YOUR

FOCUS YOUR ATTENTION 
Attention is one of the major
components of memory. In
order for information to move
from your short-term memory
into your long-term memory,
you need to actively attend to
this information. Try to
study in a place free of
distractions such as
television, music, and
other diversions.
Getting rid of dis-
tractions might be a
challenge, especially
if you are surrounded
by boisterous room-
mates or noisy children.

AVOID CRAMMING
Studying materials over a num-

ber of sessions gives you the
time you need to adequately

process information. Research has 
continuously shown that students who

study regularly remember the material far
better than those who do all of their studying in

one marathon session.

STRUCTURE AND ORGANISE
Researchers have found that information is

organised in memory in related clusters. You can
take advantage of this by structuring and organis-

ing the materials you’re studying. Try grouping
similar concepts and terms

together, or make an outline of
your notes and textbook read-

ings to help group related concepts.

VISUALISE CONCEPTS
Many people benefit greatly from
visualising the information they
study. Pay attention to the photo-
graphs, charts, and other graphics in
your textbooks. If you don’t have
visual cues to help, try creating your
own. Draw charts or figures in the
margins of your notes or use highlighters or pens in 

different colours to group-related ideas in
your written study materials.

RELATE NEW INFORMATION
TO THINGS YOU ALREADY
KNOW

When you’re studying unfamiliar material, take the time
to think about how this information relates to what you
already know. By establishing relationships between new
ideas and previously existing memories, you can dramati-

cally increase the likelihood of recalling the recently
learned information.

UTILISE
MNEMONIC DEVICES

Mnemonic devices are a technique
often used by students to aid in
recall. A mnemonic is simply a way to

remember information.
For example, you

might associate a term
you need to remember
with a common item
that you are very
familiar with. The best
mnemonics are those

that utilise positive
imagery, humour 

or novelty.

MEMORY

ELABORATE AND
REHEARSE
In order to recall information, you need
to encode what you are studying into
long-term memory. One
of the most effective
encoding techniques is
known as elaborative
rehearsal. An example of
this technique would be
to read the definition of
a key term, study the
definition of that term, and then read a
more detailed description of what that
term means. After repeating this
process a few times, you will probably
notice that recalling the information is
much easier.

READ OUT
LOUD

Research published in
2017 suggests that 
reading material out loud
significantly improves
your memory. Educators
and psychologists have
also discovered that 
having students actually
teach new concepts to
others enhances under-
standing and recall.

VARY YOUR STUDY ROUTINE
Another great way to increase your recall is to
occasionally change your study routine. If you’re
accustomed to studying in one specific location,
try moving to a different spot during your next
study session. If you study in the evening, try
spending a few minutes each morning reviewing
the information you studied the previous night.

7 CLASSIC

Indian comic 
BOOKS
from our childhood

R
emember those
childhood days
when life was noth-
ing more than run-
ning around with

friends, being fed by our par-
ents’ hands and reading end
number of comic books? Un-
doubtedly, that was the best
phase of our lives. Also, read-

ing comic books used to be the
most enjoyable as they acted
as the gateway to new lands
and universes (with super-
heroes and more) for us. Com-
ic books give us the space to
imagine and dream beyond the
normal and the usual. Here is
a look at 7 classic Indian 
comic books.

TINKLE

CHACHA CHOUDHURY

AMAR CHITRA KATHA

Aimed to teach children about Indian
culture and social heritage, the for-
mat and style of the comics made
children fall in love with them. Today,
it is available in 20 languages in
India and enjoys a steady readership
with millions of copies sold.

TENALI RAMA

BAHADUR

‘Bahadur (The Brave One)’ is the first
Indian comic book Super Hero creat-
ed by Aabid Surti in the year 1976.
Incidentally, Bahadur appeared on the
scene when dacoit menace was at its
worst in north India. Thus, the comic
series focused a lot on dacoits.

Famous for its illustrations,
Chandamama published long-
running mythological and magical
stories that ran for years. Its
unique story-telling format
taught moral values without
being too preachy. 

CHANDAMAMA

Akbar-Birbal was humorous
and full of knowledge at the
same time. Birbal’s ability to
outwit the other ministers
in the court of Akbar made
us laugh out loud. 

AKBAR BIRBAL

Loved by the kids for his remarkable
wit and wisdom – Tenali Raman was a
famous scholar during the regime of
the Vijayanagara Empire in the 16th
century He had a solution to every
complicated problem that emerged in
Krishnadevaraya’s kingdom. 

An absolute favourite of many of us,
the short, red-turbaned Chacha
Chaudhary along with Chachi, Rocket
(dog) and Sabu, his tall assistant
from Jupiter were a great fun combi-
nation. In the comic, Chacha’s mind
worked faster than the computer! 

There would be few people in India,
who would not have read Tinkle while
growing up. A fortnightly magazine
first issued in 1980, it’s one of the
most popular Indian comic books.
The various characters like Suppandi,
Shikari Shambhu are memorable.

Remove make-up marks
from clothes

1While wearing or changing
your clothes, you can easily
stain your clothes with your

make-up. For this situation, you
can obviously use make-up 
remover to get rid of the make-
up smudges. But for tougher
foundation and lip colours,
you can use a shaving
cream. Spray a little bit of
it on the spot and let it stay
for 5-10 minutes. This way
the stain will dissolve 
easily and you can wash it
off with cold water.

Don’t let your
denim fade

2No one likes it when their
favourite jeans or luxe den-
im jacket fades. To avoid

this, wash your denim pieces 
inside-out in cold water. And,
just in case you want to fade
your denim pieces, just wash
them in hot water.

How to clean suede

3When it comes to suede,
cleaning this tricky fabric
is not that easy. To clean off

the dirt, just use a crust of
a bread and allow it to become
stale. Now use this and rub it on

the stains to get rid of them. You
can also use a nail filer or an
eraser to do the same.

Remove oil stains

4 Don’t you just hate big oily
stains on your favourite
clothes? Just put some

baby powder on the stain and let
it stay overnight. Now, check in

the morning if the stain is
still there. If it is, repeat the
process until it goes off.

Don’t have an iron
available?

5 If you have a fashion
emergency and need to
fix your wrinkled

clothes, you can use a blow
dryer. Sprinkle some water on

your clothes and use a blow dry-
er to get rid of the creases.

Q.1) To which kingdom
did the Mughal ruler
Babur belong?
A. Ferghana 

B. Samarkhand

C. Persia              

D. East Asia

Q.2) Who
were the first
traders to land 
in India?
A. Portuguese 

B. Dutch 

C. English 

D. Italians

Q.3) To which
dynasty did the
Vijayanagar ruler
Krishnadevaraya
belong?
A. Tuluva 
B. Sangama 
C. Saluva 
D. Atharva

Q.4) Which Mughal
ruler was also known

as the Zinda Pir
because of his
simplicity?
A. Shah Jahan

B. Aurangzeb

C. Jahangir 

D. Akbar

Q.5) Who was the first
explorer to reach
Indian shores?
A. Christopher Columbus 

B. Amerigo Vespucci 

C. Ferdinand Magellan 

D. Vasco da Gama

Q.6) Who finished
building the Qutub
Minar?
A. Iltutmish 

B. Qutb-ud-din-Aibak 

C. Raziya Sultan 

D. Ala-ud-din-Khilji

A N S W E R S

QUIZ TIME (INDIA)

1. A) Fergana 2. B) Dutch 3. A) Tuluva 4. B) Aurangzeb 
5. D) Vasco da Gama 6. A) Iltutmish 

SHREYA RAVI, class IX, The Brigade
School, Malleswaram, B’luru

Activities

KNOWLEDGE BANK (MUSIC)

Mandolin
A small stringed
instrument relat-
ed to the lute
(plucked string
instrument with
a neck), it evolved in Italy in the 17th century. It
has a pear shaped body with four pairs of steel
strings played with a plectrum. It usually has
four doubled metal strings (8 strings), although
five (10 strings) and six (12 strings) versions also
exist. There are many kinds — the round-backed
mandolin, the carved-top mandolin and the flat-
backed mandolin. 

Haven’t we all had fashion fails? A cloth fading, getting stained but that’s not a
reason to get disheartened. Here are five smart clothing hacks no one told you
about but you wish you’d know! Read on and don’t fret the next time you're in a
fashion emergency. You can thank us later

5 STYLE HACKS NO
ONE TOLD YOU ABOUT
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

CLICK HERE: FOR PAGE 3 AND 4

Q: What was it that inspired you to
take up this job?
What inspired me was the kind of peo-
ple I deal with in my job. I love being
with children and moulding and chisel-
ing them for the challenges of 
tomorrow.

Q: What has been the biggest lesson
you learnt during your whole life as a
teacher and mentor?
As a teacher and mentor one needs to
upgrade; accept the changes. A teacher
needs to be selfless and egoless. You
become a mother to the child which is
divine.

Q: How do you think the current Covid
situation has affected you as well as
your teaching?
It has deeply impacted all of us. Our
pedagogy changed tremendously. No
blackboard, no classrooms; only a com-
puter and few slides. It was indeed very
difficult in the beginning. There were
times when I felt redundant, incompe-
tent but in the end as I always believe

one can only grow in life if one is ready
to upgrade, accept the change. So I did.
Miraculously, I was able to show and
explain things which I wasn’t able to
when I was in a classroom. 

Q: Has this current situation brought
some positive change in your life as a
teacher?

Yes, I have become more computer
savvy. 

Q: Is there any change you wish to
bring in the present teaching system?
If yes, then what?
There is a need for updating the infor-
mation. Make it more activity-based. It
has to be cohesive with the present day
life situations. There is a dire need for
both academic and vocational skills
going hand in hand.

Q: Lastly, would you like to share a
message to all your students?
There is nothing as impossible in this
world. There is no one else like you. You
are unique. So cherish your uniqueness
and realise your potential. I recall the
quote of Swami Vivekanand which still
inspires me today, “All the powers in the
universe are already ours. It is we who
put our hands before our eyes and cry
that it is dark…”

As told to Noyonika Dev Sharma, Class X,
Apeejay School, Nerul

BEING A TEACHER TODAY!

Amrita Pandey, Teacher

Amrita Pandey is a teacher of Apeejay School Nerul, teaching for the past seven years. She
shared her views on her overall teaching experience; from the beginning to the present

2 0 2 0 ,  T H E  Y E A R  T H AT  WA S  

2
020 has been a tough year for all.
We couldn’t meet our friends for
the “AFTER EXAM PARTY” nor
could we go to any restaurant.

Some of us followed the strict lockdown
in order to to get rid of COVID-19. Today
I will count 3 ways we’re glad to get rid
of 2020
 At the begging of the year, we prom-
ised ourselves to follow the ultimate yoga
workout and the healthy diet. But ulti-
mately none of us actually followed
them. So in 2021 we all look forward to
religiously follow our healthy plans.
 It’s been 10 months we’ve had our
homemade food. So obviously we lost 5-

7kgs. But most of us due to WFH (Work
from Home) are just wandering from the
sofa to the table and the table to the bed-

room. In 2021 we look up to eat at restau-
rants also to get rid of the addiction to
YouTube.
 Of course! We all had made plans to
travel abroad and  village. But the pan-
demic forced us to shut our doors. We all
have now been using this peculiar word
“WHEN IT ENDS”. But deep down we all
know this will at least take a year or two.
So, in this year we hope to
travel around the globe tak-
ing all the precautionary
measures!

Shreya Maniar, class IX,
Universal High, Malad

H E L L O ,  2 0 2 1  

2
021 is just hours away, and the key to
making a year pleasant and joyful is to
welcome it with happiness. So, here are
some ways to usher in an exciting 2021.

Rewind 
Buy a scrapbook or use papers to write
down and add pictures (even better!) of
your little memorable moments of 2020.
Then take a few minutes to read, recollect,
enjoy and preserve those memories.

Spend time with your family, do
something off routine 
You can turn your day into a movie night,
call it a holiday from work, turn off gadgets
and spend the whole day chatting with fam-
ily or cook for your parents for a change.
There is no harm in cancelling technology

and work from one day of your life, is there? 

Write down your goals for 2021 
Be planned to face 2021 in every way, and
write down everything you need to do to
face any upcoming challenges in 2021. This
way you can have a well-planned, organised
new year! 

It’s a fresh start! 
Be sure that all work you have this year
doesn’t get carried forward to the
next and melt all that workload
and homework. 2021 is a fresh
start, and keep your mind and
to-do list calm, free and clear.

Kritisha Babu, 
Class VIII, Lokpuram Public School

ANUSHREE MEHTA, CLASS XI, 
APEEJAY SCHOOL, NERUL

A peejay School Nerul’s An-
nual Appreciation day is an
occasion of delight where
students not only present

their wonderful performances but
also receive honors for their cur-
ricular and co-curricular achieve-
ments. This year’s annual day was
particularly special because it was
hosted virtually on 19th December.

Bipin Kumar Singh, IPS, com-
missioner of police, Navi Mumbai
graced the occasion as the chief
guest and N N Nayyar, Senior Edu-
cation Officer of Apeejay Education
Society was the guest of honor.

Just like all auspicious occa-
sions, the proceedings of the evening
were also commenced with the light-
ing of the lamp. This was followed
by the invocation dance dedicated to
Lord Ganesha, performed by stu-
dents of the primary section who in-
fused the arena with sanctity.

The vice principal, Namita
Anand extended a warm welcome to
all the dignitaries. She presented the
annual report highlighting the feats
achieved by the school during the
year.

This was followed by a motivat-
ing address by the guest of N N Nay-
yar, Senior Education Officer of
Apeejay Education Society. He ap-
plauded Apeejay School, Nerul be-
ing the path finder and continue in
the path of excellence.

The prize distribution filled the
heart of every achiever with pride
as their hard earned accomplish-
ments were recognized and felici-
tated.

The theme of the celebration was
‘Revival’ which was an effort to re-
vive the lost culture and heritage of
our country. Dance is a legacy that
has been handed down from gener-
ation to generation. It is a precious
heritage that must be conserved. The
program ‘Revival’ was an attempt to
resurrect some of the selesser known
dance forms that are not prominent
but equally enriching. The elegant
dancers of the secondary section
bought forth breathtaking perform-
ance of four lesser known forms of
dance from four corners of the coun-
try: Chhau of Jharkhand, Karagat-
tam of Tamil Nadu, Kalbelia of Ra-
jasthan and Pahari of Himachal
Pradesh.

The chief guest, Bipin Kumar
Singh, in his speech stressed on in-
culcating moral values and patriot-
ic values. As a Commissioner of Po-
lice he asked one and all including
students to help make Navi Mumbai
free of substance abuse and cybercrime. He
expressed his own teachers too to shape him
the man as he is today.

The school orchestra was a treat for the

ears. Sounds of different instruments came
together to create a magical symphony.

The program concluded with a vote of
thanks and rendition of National Anthem.

Virtual Annual Day

R. N. Sheth Vidyamandir,
Andheri East

O ne thing was sure that Christ-
mas in 2020 would be differ-
ent. It would be on a smaller
scale but the enthusiasm

would soar more than ever. Soaking in
the spirits of Christmas, students of
Smt. R. N. Sheth Vidyamandir cele-
brated the festival on the eve of Christ-
mas i.e. 24th December.

The significance of the festival was
explained through a small informa-
tion on Christmas and a short ani-
mated movie on Santa Claus.

Teachers sang Christmas carols
and hymns. Principals of both the sec-
tions motivated the sprits of students through inspiring speeches and best wishes.

The celebration ended with dance tuned on the song of Jingle bells. The bound-
less joy of celebrating the festival was visible on the faces of all the children.

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION

New Horizon
Public School,
Airoli 

N ew Horizon
Public School,
Airoli cele-
brated Christ-

mas online in all class-
es. Children presented
tableaus, sang tradi-
tional carols and decorated Christmas Tree. The
tableau depicted the significance of Christmas and
story of birth of Jesus Christ. Singing of melodious
Christmas Carols brought cheer among the children.
Christmas brings optimism and happiness among
children. Children in all classes spread the message
of love and joy to all.

P O R TA L
Mystical portals

were always

an enchanting

dream.

How would it be

like

to step in shim-

mering glass and

enter an oceanic

world?

Full of faeries and

Dragons,

Kingdoms and

Conquests,

Gods and Titans,

Angels and

Demons,

Love and Betrayal,

Utopia and

Dystopias,

Hope and Magic.

Then one fine day,

I sat on the floor

and

wandered and got

lost

In the majestic

world

Of ink and paper

I had found my

portal

better than the

wildest of

My best dreams.

That day someone

smiled

basking in the light

of knowing that

there is an after-

life too.

AARYA BHANUSHALI, class X, S.V.D.D.
English Medium Secondary High School

ISHITA KARKHANIS, class X,
Carmel Convent High School,
Badlapur SANISA  PATRIKAR , class X, D.A.V Public School, Thane

Written in December 2020
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Q1:
Which wicketkeeper has
made the most dismissals in

the Indian Premier League?
a) Parthiv Patel  ❑ b) Robin Uthappa  ❑

c) Dinesh Karthik  ❑ d) MS Dhoni  ❑

Q2:
The most FIFA World Cup
finals goals were made by

which of these football players? 
a) Miroslav Klose  ❑ b) Lukas Podolski  ❑

c) Mario Götze  ❑ d) Giovanni Reyna  ❑

Q3:
In which year was the
Archery World Cup

instituted?
a) 2004  ❑ b) 2002  ❑ c) 2006  ❑ d) 2008  ❑

Q4:
Who is the first athlete to
have won both the 200 m and

400 m events at the same Summer
Olympic Games? 
a) Michael Johnson  ❑ b) Wayde van Niekerk  ❑
c) Justin Gatlin  ❑ d) Usain Bolt  ❑

Q5:
Which bowler holds the
record for most wickets

taken in a series in the Indian
Premier League?

a) Kagiso Rabada  ❑ b) Dwayne Bravo  ❑

c) Lasith Malinga  ❑ d) James Faulkner  ❑

Q6:
The  most goals in a single
FIFA World Cup were made

by ___________
a) Marius Trésor  ❑ b) Michel Platini  ❑

c) Just Fontaine  ❑ d) Gerd Müller  ❑

Q7:
Sara Lopez, who has won
the Archery World Cup

women’s compound event five
times, became champion of the
first Lockdown Knockout 2020.
Whom did she beat to win the title? 

a) Linda Ochoa Anderson  ❑
b) Mike Schloesser  ❑ c) Paige Pearce  ❑
d) Anders Faugstad  ❑

Q8:
The most gold medals

won by a nation in a

single Winter Olympics is 14,

achieved by three countries:

Canada, Norway and _________
a) China  ❑ b) Germany  ❑

c) South Korea  ❑ d) Japan  ❑

Q9:
The fastest goal in a World
Cup finals match came in 11

seconds. Which of the following
players scored this goal?   
a) Ilhan Mansiz  ❑ b) Hakan Sükür  ❑

c) Arif Erdem  ❑ d) Bülent Korkmaz  ❑

Q10:
Which of these
cricketers holds the

record for the highest score in
ICC Men’s World Cup?
a) Sourav Ganguly  ❑ b) Chris Gayle  ❑

c) Martin Guptill  ❑ d) Gary Kirsten  ❑

Q11 
Name this player who has
made a total of 17

appearances at the season-ending
ATP Finals.
a) Novak Djokovic  ❑ b) Ivan Lendl  ❑

c) Andre Agassi  ❑ d) Roger Federer  ❑

QUIZ TIME!

Sara Lopez
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GETTY IMAGES

ANSWERS: 1 d) MS Dhoni   2 a) Miroslav Klose

3 c) 2006   4 a) Michael Johnson

5 b) Dwayne Bravo   6 c) Just Fontaine

7 d) Anders Faugstad   8 b) Germany

9 b) Hakan Sükür   10 c) Martin Guptill

11 d) Roger Federer

Cricket Australia said it condemned “in the strongest terms possible all discriminatory behaviour”

after sections of the crowd in Sydney allegedly racially abused Jasprit Bumrah and Mohammed Siraj

Indian cricketers subjected to abuse again

L
ionel Messi is back in form
and Barcelona are finding
their feet after a 4-0 demoli-
tion of Granada put them

within four points of the top of
La Liga. Messi scored twice to
make it four goals in three match-
es since the turn of the year and
his resurgence has coincided with
an upturn for the team too, this
victory is Barca’s third on the
bounce. It puts them in sight of
league leaders Atletico Madrid,
even if Diego Simeone’s side now
have three games in hand. AFP

Some had wondered if Messi would ever

get back to his best following an

underwhelming start to the season but

his latest contribution makes him the

league’s top scorer on 11 goals

Messi revival continues as
Barcelona thrash Granada  
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IS PUJARA’S POOR STRIKE RATE
A CONCERN FOR TEAM INDIA?

Cheteshwar Pujara was the batting mainstay when the two sides locked horns Down Under in

2018-19, but in the ongoing series, the right-handed batsman has been struggling against

Australia’s pace battery. Pujara has been dismissed four times by Cummins. Former Australia

captain Ricky Ponting even went on to say that Pujara’s slow batting created an unwanted pressure

on the non-striker who had to compensate for his slow approach. But, is the criticism justified?  

He (Pujara) is almost scared to play a shot, isn’t he? He is
playing to survive rather than looking to score. He’s not had
quite the same impact this series in that he’s taken so long to
score his runs, it’s like he’s stagnated at the crease and it has
had a bit of a ripple effect through the Indian batting. They
can’t seem to get on top of Australia’s bowling.

Credit where credit is due, the bowling has been very good
and Australia haven’t allowed them to get away. That’s half
the battle as well, the guy’s been hard to get out but if the
scoreboard is not moving, eventually you get your rewards.

Allan Border, former Australia skipper

PUJARA WAS SCARED TO PLAY

SHOT, PLAYED TO SURVIVE

Pujara made his

slowest fifty in Test

cricket before being

dismissed for 50 off

176 balls, a strike-

rate of 28.41 in 

the first innings

I don’t think Pujara is the culprit in this case at all.
Generally in his career he has played his brand of cricket
and it would be unfair for the team to be asking him to be
playing something which is totally out of his natural style.

I will put it down to Rahane and Vihari, who came in and
scored 4 off 38 balls (in the first innings). To me, both play-
ers need to get the game moving, understanding the role
that Pujara has done not only in this series but every other
series that he has played Test cricket in for India.

Tom Moody, former Australian all-rounder

UNFAIR TO ASK HIM TO PLAY

AGGRESSIVE CRICKET

As you know Australians love to drink coffee, and we have
decided to go on a little campaign to make sure we have
plenty of caffeine when it comes to watching Pujara bat. But,
you know what the reality is, he hurt us badly (in 2018-19).

We are of a generation now where we are admiring people
for their strike play, we are admiring people for their strike
rate. Well, he is one of the few guys in Test cricket that
have a strike rate of sub 45 and he can hurt you.

Matthew Hayden, former Australia opener

PUJARA CAN HURT TEAMS EVEN

WITH A LOW STRIKE RATE
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Mohammed Siraj

complained of

racial abuse from

the crowd

That is how he plays. We won the series (2018-19) with
Pujara scoring three hundreds. So, we can’t accuse him of
playing slowly because that is his way of batting. You can-
not accuse him of not winning matches for India, because
he has done that in the past. Both in Australia and on the
sub-continent wickets.

Sanjay Jagdale, former BCCI selector

THAT IS HOW HE PLAYS AND

IT’S EFFECTIVE

T
eam India lodged an official com-
plaint with the match officials at
the end of Day 3’s play in Sydney.
To the shock of many the vile be-

haviour of the fans continued on Sun-
day, Day 4 of the Sydney Test as Siraj
was targeted once again while fielding
at the boundary rope. The play had to
be halted for ten minutes after Siraj
alerted his teammates and captain
Ajinkya Rahane took up the matter

with the on-field umpires.
The umpires then had a chat with

security officials at the ground, fol-
lowing which six Australian support-
ers were asked to leave after being iden-
tified as the perpetrators. Reacting to
the racial abuse of the visiting play-
ers, Cricket Australia said it con-
demned the behaviour of the fans, who
will be banned from the SCG once
found guilty.

Tum karo toh Sarcasm, aur koi Kare
toh Racism. Very unfortunate with
what some of the Australian crowd
has been doing at the SCG and spoil-
ing the vibes of a good test series.
Virender Sehwag

I personally have heard many things
on the field while playing in Australia
about Me, My religion, My colour and
much more. This isn’t the first time
the crowd is doing this nonsense...

How do u stop them??
Harbhajan Singh

Very unfortunate to see what’s hap-
pening at SCG. There is no place for
this rubbish. Never understood the
need to yell abuse at players on a
sporting field. If you’re not here to
watch the game and can’t be
respectful, then pls don’t come and
spoil the atmosphere.
VVS Laxman

Unacceptable behaviour
there is no place for
racism, I hope this is dealt in the
most severe way.
Tom Moody

I hope the spectators evicted from
the SCG today aren’t allowed into a
ground at anytime. They tarnish our
sport and they tarnish the reputation
of their society.
Harsha Bhogle

THERE IS NO PLACE FOR THIS RUBBISH




